Friday 15th January 2021

Message from the Headteacher
Thank you for working closely with us this week to ensure the children access the remote
learning provision. The staff have appreciated the positive messages regarding the online work.
We know this is an incredibly difficult time. We know many of our families do not have a device
for each child in the household and many of you are sharing one laptop or tablet. We have
designed our remote learning to help families access the videos and lessons when they can in
the day. The staff will provide an overview of the learning on our website. The videos will be
uploaded each day following the work that the children did the day before.
We will be holding a google meet session with the teacher on a Monday and a Wednesday so
that parents and children can ask questions about the learning, please login through google
using the child’s login. The children will also have a social google meet during the week to keep
connected to the children in their class.
Please can you ask your children to watch the teacher uploaded videos that explain the work to
the children. A few children are going straight to the google document or uploading work without
watching the teaching input. The quality of their work is much better when they have watched
the linked videos that the teachers have made for them.
If you are entitled to free school meals, you should be receiving a £15 voucher for each child
every week. If you think you might be entitled to a free school meal voucher, please contact the
school office and they will let you know how to apply.
If you are struggling with the online learning please speak to the class teacher during the google
meet or send them a message through Google classroom or by email. The teacher emails all
end in @lgflmail.org, please do not send to a gmail as they may not get this email.
Hopefully, the lockdown will be over soon and we can all get back to school. Stay safe and well,
the rates in Hounslow are still very high. Stay at home and keep safe.

Early Years
This week Nursery have carried on looking at the story of Stickman as their focus. The children
have listened to the teachers read the story on Tapestry and have been thinking about their
favourite parts of the story. Lots of the children said that they liked the ending when Stickman
returned to his family in the Stick family tree. Look at these super pictures showing the Nursery
children’s favourite part of the story.

In Maths the children have been using sticks or objects from around their homes to think about
big and small, long and short and using the language of size when exploring measures.

Phonics this week was a revision of some of the sounds we have taught so far, which included a
scavenger hunt around their homes, looking for objects with the initial letters p, i or n. The
children had lots of fun and found lots of different objects for each of the sounds. Next week
we'll be learning a new sound.

The parents have told us that the children have been enjoying the story times with Miss
Whittock and Mrs Malik. Both adults are enjoying reading the daily stories to the children and
feel that they are a bit more connected to the children. I wonder what stories they will find for
next week.

In Nursery we have Makaton Mondays and have carried it on this week. Mrs McCarthy played a
what’s in the box game with the children, recapping on the sounds that we had learned in
Nursery before Christmas. This week we focused on the feelings and sang If you are happy
and you know it. We have loved seeing the videos of the children signing at home.

For our creative activity this week the children have been making Winter ice decorations or
frozen bird feeders. It was interesting for the children to see the change when the water as a
liquid was frozen and then became a solid. The Parents said that there were lots of awe and
wonder moments as the children saw that the water had frozen and hung up their ice
decorations or bird feeders.

Stars of the week
Zain - for completing a number jigsaw independently and for recognising lots of the numbers
and for super cutting skills.
Irha and Charvi - for sharing their favourite part of the Stickman story.
Saniya and Laira - for joining in with the Makaton and enjoying it.
Vidhi and Matrin - for making progress on reading eggs.
Amaya - for trying really hard to write her name and for super maths.
Eesa - for having a go at Reading Eggs.

Nursery birthdays this week
Happy birthday to Arunan and Ralston who have both celebrated their birthdays this week.

Reception
Literacy
This week the Reception children watched
another version of our focus story ‘The Elves
and the Shoemaker’.
The children told us which were their
favourite parts of this version of the story and
why they liked them.
If you would like to watch the story too,
please follow the link below:
Link: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=tXhnbioZs1M
Phonics
In phonics, we have been learning some digraph sounds this week:
ch, sh, th, ng.
A digraph is a new sound that is made by two letters together.

Maths
This week in maths, we have been learning all about the numbers 6 - 10 in lots of ways.
The children looked for 6 things around their homes…

...and created some wonderful spiders with 8 legs.

We have also been using our number tracks from 0-10 to help us to find one more and one less:

Avyukt in Birch class

Andrea in Elm class

The children have also been learning how to use a ten frame and subitise with numbers
beyond 5. Here you can see some of the things he children found to show ‘6’.

They learnt that when all of the spaces are full, there are ten objects.
At the end of last week, they children had a lot of fun when they made their own tills and set up
a shop in their homes. We were very impressed to see so many mummies and daddies joining
in with their shop role play.

What would you like to buy from these wonderful shops?
Wellbeing
Some children chose to have a lot of fun doing Cosmic Yoga and a few of them even wore their
PE kit, as if they were in school.

If you would like to have a go, just follow this link to the video from this week. It has a Winter
theme and you can have fun in Antarctica with Pedro the Penguin:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSZvMHlw9vs
Reception Birthdays - There are no birthdays in Reception this week.

The Reception point totals for each class this week are:
Birch = 1,640
Elm = 1,905
Oak = 1,569
Yew = 1,852

Reception Merits
Birch
Aadit - for completing all of your week 2 maths, literacy and phonics activities at home.
Ansh - for setting up an excellent shop and playing ‘in role’ as the shopkeeper.
Katushca - for working so hard on your phonics and writing every day.
Lilia - for trying so hard with your learning at home, especially your writing, well done!
Meyer - for learning how to use a ten frame and understanding how to find number bonds to 10.
Saatvik - for learning how to use a ten frame.
Elm
Samanta - for listening to instructions and adding objects on the 10 frame.
Rudra - for logging onto Reading Eggs everyday and earning lots of rewards.
Shameera - for sounding like a very good reader when reading her own book at home.
Katie - for fantastic problem solving using her knowledge of number bonds.
Kshitja - for making an amazing spider when learning about number 8.
Rakeem - for completing every home learning task fully each week and staying focused and
happy.
Oak
Vidhi - for showing good listening in her home learning lessons and completing tasks.
Summayya - for creating a lovely pizza shop for her maths addition lesson.

Rameen Zeeshan - for creating a lovely hairclip shop for her maths lesson, good counting and
writing.
Sia - for producing good writing for her Literacy and Phonics lessons and creating sentences
independently.
Yew
Tanisha - for reading a high level book very well and doing excellent home learning.
Eva - for doing excellent home learning in all subjects and working super hard.
Maya - for doing excellent home learning and subitising in maths.
Kushal - for doing excellent home learning and subitising in maths.
Zayyan - for doing excellent home learning and always doing his best.
Jigar - for doing excellent home learning and writing great sentences.
Thank you to all the parents for continuing to do an amazing job supporting your
children at home. We really appreciate your hard work. Stay safe!!!

Key Stage 1
Year 1
Willow class home learning
Look at our amazing number bond clouds, well done to all the children who sent them
in, they are wonderful!

Merits
Willow
Isla, Aanya and Adam for their amazing number bond cloud, very creative - well
done!
Cinzia and Yuven for completing all their work on Reading Eggs, keep up the
good work!

Ebony class home learning
Ebony class have been working really hard in maths on their number bonds to 10 and 20. Look
at the lovely work that has been uploaded this week:

This week in English we have been continuing the story ‘The Dark’. We wrote a book
review explaining our favourite and least favourite part. We have also been focusing on
adjectives.

Ebony class has been looking at the different features of plants labelling them. They have been
creating and labelling their own plants. Keep up the fantastic work!

Ebony class have also been working extra hard in their weather projects. We have seen some
children who are reporting the weather and explaining the different seasons. Some children
have made comparisons between the different weather conditions in different countries.

Merits
Eduard for using adjectives in his amazing sentences. Also, for exceeding expectations in each
subject! Keep up the amazing work!
Emilia, Lakshaya and Thigazh for producing brilliant weather projects! Keep up the fantastic
projects!
Erika and Navya for working really hard in their number bonds to 10! Keep up the great work!

Maple class home learning
Well done Maple class for working hard on your number bonds to 10 rainbows! These look
fantastic!

Louie has been busy at home experimenting the different types of weather and sending in
videos of his projects, thank you and keep up with the amazing work!

The children in Maple class have been busy writing a book review for ‘The Dark’ and sharing
their favourite and least favourite part of the story, great work!

Merits
Louie for his fantastic weather experiments at home.
Shanaya for her enthusiasm in completing her reading eggs tasks and reaching level
11!
Ksawery and Kelly for their great effort in writing sentences in their book review for ‘The
Dark’.
Sarah and Viyana for creating a lovely rainbow demonstrating number bonds to 10, well
done!
School learning
The children in school have been creating their own flowers and labelling the parts! Keep up the
great work!

Year 2
Sycamore Class Home Learning

We have been very busy using addition and subtraction to colour these elephants. What
addition and subtraction methods can you use to help you solve sums?

We have really enjoyed creating treasure maps! Would you like to
be a pirate?

We have been thinking about what we are successful at and celebrating our successes. Look at
these great medals!

Look at these amazing times table posters! Can you recall your 2,5, and 10 times tables?

Chestnut Class Home Learning
English
So many fantastic treasure maps from so many of you! Well done to Nyay, Aleksander,
Bani, Munria, Saimon and Damian for creating these amazing treasure maps for the
book ‘The Pirate Tree’! Fantastic work! Well done!
Can you see the X that marks the spot?

Victor and Sanjana have written beautiful diary
entries in first person and included amazing
vocabulary describing their feelings in role as
Agu.

Science
Fantastic illustrations by Sanjana, Victor, Nihal and Jugaad of a plant for science this week. Can
you explain the function of the stem and roots?

Maths
In maths this week we have been learning about Multiplication. Well done Aaruhi for completing
the challenge questions. Well done Yasha, Victor, Ayla and Kenishca for using things around
the home to show your equal groups and writing your repeated addition number sentence and
related multiplication sentence. Excellent Maths!!!

PSHCE

Nathan, Sanjana, Victor, Yasha and Artiom have created these lovely medals thinking about
what makes them successful. What can you do to become successful towards a goal you have
set for yourself this year?

Pine Home learning

Well done Pine class for creating these great story
maps. You were all able to recall the main events from
the text we have been reading. What was your
favourite part of the story?

Maths
Vien, Dillion, Jaymin and Neathra have been creating equal groups and representing these
groups as repeated addition sentences and multiplication sentences. Well done!!

Merits
Sycamore
Otis - for creating an excellent pirate ship using a range of materials he found in his home. Well
done!
Wilson - for being able to recall numbers 1-10 in Mandarin for his PSHCE challenge!
Amber - for creating an excellent medal for her successes at counting in numbers in Mandarin
for her PSHCE challenge!
Vajraa - for creating an excellent, colourful and vibrant treasure map for pirates.
Caleb - for his excellent work on Reading Eggs this week! Well done!

Aspen
Snigdha and Riddhi - For creating fantastic pirate ships using a range of materials!! Well
done girls keep up all the hard work!!
Victor and Sanjana - For consistently submitting his home learning tasks to a high
standard particularly his diary entry in English this week. Keep up all your efforts Victor!!
Aaruhi and Amina - For their outstanding treasure maps.Fantastic work girls!!
Chestnut
Nyay and Bani - For creating a fantastic Treasure Map for the story ‘The Pirate Tree’. Fantastic
Work!
Sevastien and Atiksh - For making a huge effort with his online learning this week. Well Done!
Kevin - For being able to name all the parts of a plant and explaining what they are and what
they do. Super Work!
Daivik - For writing in role and writing a fantastic diary entry using feelings and time connectives
for the story ‘The Pirate Tree’ in English. Well Done!

Pine
Nathan and Jaymin - for creating a brilliant story map for ‘The Pirate Tree’. You recalled the
main parts of the story! Well done!
Adam - For being able to name all the parts of a plant and explaining what they are and what
they do. Super Work!
Owen - For his fantastic maths work showing equal groups and repeated addition using items
around his home. Well Done!
Lucas, Hafsa and Atharva - For their efforts of creating a times tables poster. Well done!!

Key Stage 2
Year 3
Merits this week
Topaz
Vyshnavi, Enes, Ramnihal - use of ambitious vocabulary and for creating their very own beast
which will support them with their poetry writing this week.
Nyay and Gautam - for their wonderful work in English this week - answered some tricky reading
comprehension questions in great detail.
Srisha and Almirah - for their brilliant animal poems where they used some rhyming words,
similes and alliteration.
Sapphire
Neel and Tanay for their amazing first draft of a poem about scary beasts.
Aarush for the highest weekly score on Doodle maths.
Angel for the highest weekly score on Doodle spell.
Medina for her amazing picture of her beast for the poem.
Krisha for her great work on bug club writing a very detailed explanation text.
Lapis
Shaurya D and Divansh for creating an amazing beast drawing and description in English.
Khanyiso for trying his hardest during online learning and continuing to persevere.
Razan for trying her best during English tasks online and continuing to work really hard
throughout online learning.
Ramanjot for trying super hard in her maths work online and for consistently getting high marks.
Turquoise
Haripriya, Gina, Maariyah, Lukhanyo, Ameena- For their fantastic use of poetic features in their
poem draft.
Mishika, Deen, Aariz- for their interesting similes and metaphors.
Leila, Bryson, Shanelle- For her consistency with online learning.

Maths

This week in Maths the children have been working really hard learning their multiples of 8. We
have explored multiplication and division using our 8 times tables. We are now coming to the
end of our ‘Multiplication and Division’ topic so the children will start a new topic new week
which you can read about in next week’s newsletter. We are really impressed with how
rellisillent our Wellington children are!
English
The teachers have been very impressed with the amazing work this week on creating our very
own beasts to help us with our own beast poems. The children completed a lot of work on poetic
devices and the importance of using the correct layout for a poem.

RE
In RE this week, we enjoyed making it cross curricular and we learnt about the different roles we
have such as daughter, sister, mother, granddaughter, friend, student and so on and how that
doesn't change who we are inside. Children had the opportunity to think about what makes them
who they are, such as hobbies, interests, the clubs they are part of, their faith, their
achievements and so much more.

Spanish

In Spanish lessons we have started a new topic exploring the vocabulary of musical
instruments. Here are the words we have been learning. We have also been learning about how
in Spanish the word for ‘The’ can be either ‘La’ or ‘El’ Depending if the noun is masculine or
feminine.

Congratulations to Topaz class for being the Doodle winners last week! Well done
Also for winning the battle in Times Table Rockstars before Christmas!
We’ve set up new battles on TTRS amongst the year group. These battles will happen every
month!

Year 4
English
In English this week we have been learning about poetic devices. We looked at different ways of
describing Chocolate from Micheal Rosen's poem ‘Chocolate Cake’.

Later on in the week, we performed our own favourite poems to our families. We found out the
most important things about performing - being a little bit silly, having fun, acting as different
characters, tone of voice and emphasising words were some of what we found out.
On Friday, we read a new poem… but we didn’t know what the title was. We had to guess what
the title of the poem is and draw images for each verse. This was so much fun!

Maths
In Maths this week we have been learning to multiply and divide by 1 and 0. The children have
worked really hard completing their Maths work on Google Forms. Below are some of the
examples of the work they completed this week.

Topic, RE and Spanish:
In Topic this week the children have been finishing off their rainforest projects. The children
have worked extremely hard on these models and they look amazing! In Spanish this week, the
children have continued learning more about Mi Casa, My home. They learnt to say whether
they live in a house or an apartment and describe where it is. In RE this week, we have
continued learning about the teachings of Buddha and exploring what he taught about change.

Well Being:
The children baked some lovely healthy snacks following Joe Wicks recipes on healthy
blueberry muffins. Below are some of the snacks year 4 baked. They looked delicious!

Merits this week
Amber Class
Alina and Kavan - for excellent drawings when responding to poetry.
Muneeb and Aaron - for his great handwriting when learning words that end with the -cian
spelling.
Darshini - for excellent description of chocolate using varied poetic devices.
Aarush - amazing rainforest project!

Obsidian Class:
Lynne and Amanveer: for their effort in baking delicious healthy snacks.
Jivraj: for his effort in creating a beautiful model of a rainforest.
Ved and Umayma: for working hard to complete their online learning.
Dojo Points:
Amber class:
Obsidian class: 358

Year 5
This week we continued with our class reader- The Butterfly Lion and focussed on Timbavati.
We learnt how to write a good setting description, how to create links and cohesion between
paragraphs. Children had to generate their own ideas for a setting description on Timbavati,
thinking of some powerful adjectives, great openers, FANBOYS and some great expanded noun
phrases.

In Maths, we continued to multiply numbers and moved on from the area model and work
towards more formal multiplication methods. This week, Year 5 extended their multiplication
skills to multiplying 3 and 4 digit numbers by 2-digit numbers. We used multiplication
to find area and solve multi-step problems, completed google forms with some great results. We
are now ready to move on to divide numbers.

In science ,we started our new topic about Materials and children shared with us some of their
knowledge and they also asked lots of questions so hopefully, by the end of the Spring term we
will be able to answer them all.

Merits this week
Emerald Class
Rheanna & Shorya - for their fantastic setting description plan and understanding how to create
links and create cohesion between paragraphs.
Amani - For generating some great descriptive language in preparation for her HOT task.
Linuka - For his fantastic attitude to online learning.
Diamond Class
Haiqa and Amber - for their very focussed attitude and a very positive report on their third
space learning session
Corinne for her fantastic work in Maths this week attempting the daily Problems of the day.
Abdullah for his excellent setting description plan and understanding how to create links and
create cohesion between paragraphs.

Year 6
After completing our class reader, we have been looking at a visual narrative in the form of an
animation about a little girl called Alma. It is a story about a young girl named Alma who sees a
doll that looks exactly like her in the window of a toy shop. When she steps inside and touches
the doll, she becomes trapped inside of it.

The children enjoyed the scary story. They explored the senses of the main character in the
film, but not just simply identifying them, but describing them as if they were writing a narrative
story.

They then planned and started writing in the third person telling the story of Alma, where they
needed to imagine the reader has never seen the film and describe vividly. There will be
examples of completed writing next week!
In Maths the children carried on with their decimal work with learning how to multiply and divide
decimals by whole numbers.

In Topic, we had our last lesson on The Amazing Americas, and we considered the Amazon
Rainforest and the issues with deforestation. The children learned about the reasons for
deforestation and why it is an increasing problem in the Amazon rainforest.
They had to look at the information about the Amazon rainforest and organise it into FOR and
AGAINST reasons why there is deforestation of the Amazon rainforest.
THis will be used next week to write a balanced discussion in English.
Here is an example of the children’s work.

In RE, the children understood how colour is used in Buddhism to express religious ideas.
They used the Buddhist flag and annotated the different colours on the flag and explained the
teaching that each colour represents.

MERITS:
RUBY CLASS
Mubeen: For his fantastic work in English - his answers to comprehension questions have been
supported with evidence and clearly explained.
Aakriti: For her excellent science work - she showed a fantastic understanding of how we see
light sources and non-light sources and used scientific vocabulary correctly in her explanations.
Raheel: For his super work in English - he showed an excellent understanding of the text when
answering questions. These were supported with evidence and explained clearly.
Oliver: For his fantastic explanations in science, explaining how we see light sources and
non-light sources and using scientific vocabulary in your explanations. He also included some
interesting facts and questions in his defining frame.
Vansika: For her excellent thought bubble in English - she effectively described the thoughts
and feelings of the character and wrote convincingly in role.
Sangeethan: For writing a fantastic reflection about the text and thinking really carefully about
the key messages of the story. He also justified his opinions about the characters with evidence
from the text.

OPAL CLASS
LJ: For his great thinking in RE with his detailed annotations of the different colours on the
Buddhist flag and explaining the teaching that each colour represents.
Anagha and Alex: For their clear descriptions of the five senses of the character, Alma from the
animation. Giving clear examples and describing using figurative language.
Yunus: For his consistent hard work to complete all the work given in Google Classrooms.
Marwa: For her excellent science work - she showed a fantastic understanding of how we see
light sources and non-light sources and used scientific vocabulary correctly in her explanations.
Nanki: For her fantastic explanations in science, explaining how we see light sources and
non-light sources. She used correct scientific vocabulary in her explanations.
DOJO POINTS
RUBY CLASS: 145
OPAL CLASS: 140

